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PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL WITH THE BASE STOCK SYSTEM

Timmer, Monhemius and Bertrand

ABSTRACT

Recently much attention has been given to integral control of

production and inventories in a multi product multi phase situation .

Especially MRP and controlling safety stocks and safety time with

MRP have been discussed . We propose a much simpler mode of control

for a number of situations, namely base stock control (BSC) . BSC

is known already but does not receive much attention . Within

BSC a better and more natural treatment of safety stocks is possible .

We used BSC in one application ; this resulted in good control with

a low level of safety stocks and much less control effort than with

MRP .
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PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL WITH THE BASE STOCK SYSTEM

Timmer, J .P .J .*, Monhemius, W.**, Bertrand, J.W .M
.**

1 . Introduction

In many production situations, production of complex items takes

place in various phases, where in each phase a particular kind of

part, subassembly or assembly is being made . Due to specialization,

for instance according to manufacturing technology, these production

phases are often concentrated in specialized production units . As

a result, the manufacturing of end items requires coordinated

production in various production units . In production systems that

produce end items to stock, this coordination was classically achieved

by producing to local stock in each production unit and placing

replenishment orders in the earlier production stages based on local

information regarding stocks and expected demand .

The disadvantages of this control mode have been analyzed extensively

(e .g . Forrester, Brown, Magee) . It has been shown, that the major

disadvantages (variance amplifications etc .) can be reduced by basing

the production decisions in all production phases on the same demand

information . This kind of control mode is generally known as Base

Stock Control (BSC) . Modern techniques like MRP extend this notion

by basing the production decisions on integral stock positions and

on the required production of "end product" as a function of future

time (the Master Production Schedule, MPS) .

Recently much attention has been given to integral control of production

and inventories . Within this context most attention has been

focussed on MRP and on controlling safety stocks and safety times

with MRP (see f .i . Orlicky (1975), Wight & Landvater (1976),

* DAF-Trucks, Eindhoven ; formerly ODA, St . Oedenrode

** University of Technology, Eindhoven
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Whybark & Williams (1976), Plossl & Welch (1979), Meal (1979)) .

Unfortunately the concept of MRP is essentially deterministic and

is not very adequate to discuss, determine and use safety stocks .

Therefore in this paper we propose :

a . a much simpler mode of control for a number of situations

b . a treatment of uncertainty and safety stocks, which fits in more

in that mode of control .

The mode of control in view is BSC, which is known already but in

our opinion does not receive the attention it deserves . We used

BSC in one case ; this resulted in good control with a low level

of safety stocks and not much control effort .

BSC was first described by Kimball (1955) ; its principles can be

found in, among others, Magee (1958) . We think that for many

situations, where MRP I is nowadays being proposed as an integral

production and inventory control system, BSC can be a good and more

simple alternative and sometimes may even be a better system .

naturally

Therefore in this paper we will present BSC as an alternative not only

for the well known local reorder point systems, where replenishment

orders are released as soon as the local stock position has reached

a reorder point, but also for program controlled systems (like MRP I)

where releasing is controlled by an MPS .

On the basis of some general reflections on production and inventory

control systems, we will give BSC a place in the field of production

control applications . The principles of BSC are discussed and an

application in a particular case is described . Finally we explain

why in many applications safety stock in BSC can be lower than has been

indicated in the literature so far .
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2 . General objectives of production and inventory control systems

(in the case of repetitive manufacturing)

A number of objectives are common for most production control systems .

The objective of the control system should be to satisfy customer

demand in time while keeping the costs of having stock and not having

stock in the whole system as low as possible .

Furthermore it is important to control not only the costs of the

logistic process but also those of control systems itself .

In order to reach these objectives a control system must satisfy

three other demands :

A . There should be sufficient products available in the process to

satisfy average customer demand .

B . There should be enough flexibility as control or as slack in the

process to account for deviations such as fluctuations in customer

demand .

C . Costs should be optimized not per subprocess but for the process

as a whole .

These points A, B, and C will now receive some attention . Apart from

one or two minor remarks, in this paper we do not discuss lot sizing ;

lot sizes are considered as given . This is justified because the main

effects we present are not dependent on the lot sizing procedures which

are used .

A . Sufficient products available in the process .

The quantity required depends on the level of customer demand and on

the average processing lead time .

In the first place there should be enough capacity to satisfy

customer demand on the medium term . Rough cut capacity planning is

a condition for effective production control . When this condition

is fulfilled, the control system should guarantee that product

availability (number of products in stock or in process) equals

at least average demand during the average processing lead time .

When product availability is not sufficient, the flexibility in

control should be used to restore it .
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The above applies to finished products as well as to semi-finished

products, components and raw materials . It requires information on

availability and processing time for the process as a whole .

Therefore, following Peterson & Silver (1979) we refer to the concept

of "echelon stock" as defined by Clark & Scarf (1960) :

"Echelon stock of stage j is the number of units in the system which

are in or have passed through stage j but have as yet not been sold ."

In other words, the echelon stock of a particular item in a particular

stage of the production process is the quantity of that item in that

stage plus the quantity of that item that already has gone through

that stage but is still present somewhere in the production system,

as part of higher level* products or as free items .

As echelon stock position (or available echelon stock) we define :

echelon stock position = echelon stock (as defined above) plus

"on order" minus "backorders"

where :

on order = replenishment orders released but not yet received .

and :

backorders (for finished items, containing the item under consideration)

customer orders, received but not yet delivered because of a stockout .

The echelon stock position increases when replenishment orders are

released and decreases when customer orders for finished items are

received and filled .

We define echelon processing lead time of an item as the total lead
**

time (i .e . the sum of all individual processing (lead) times through

successive stages required to manufacture this item and make it into
***

a finished product (assemble it into an endproduct) .

* i .e . a higher level in the Bill of Materials (B .O .M .)

** assuming no delays in the stock points ;

*** in the general case the echelon processing lead time is an

attribute of the combination of an item and the end product

it goes into . We assume for each item about equal echelon

processing lead times for each of the branches .
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In other words, the echelon processing lead time is the time

from the moment of releasing a manufacturing order for an item

till the moment that item leaves the last production stage, made

into an end product, including "normal" waiting times .

Now using this definition we can state : the item availability

needed on the average equals average customer demand during the

echelon processing lead time . The echelon stock position should

never drop below this value in any case without causing interference

by the control system .

B . Enough flexibility in control or slack in the process .

The control system can respond to fluctuations in customer demand

in three ways (or a combination of them) :

1 . change deliveries (stock outs and backorders) ; this is not always

possible and/or advisable, as it may lead to lost sales or loss

of goodwill .

2 . change the processing lead time for particular items by changing_

the priority of production orders for that item (i .e . in fact

expediting) or by changing temporarily the production capacity .

This avoids the need for safety stock but introduces nervousness

in the system .

3 . Create and use slack (in particular safety stocks or safety time)

This causes higher inventory carrying costs .

C . Optimize costs for the process as a whole .

This should be realized by establishing norms for item availability

throughout the whole process and by establishing norms for an

acceptable level of changing lead times and creating slack (B ; 1, 2, 3) .

This should be done to avoid the cumulation of slacks .

Based on what has been said sub A and sub B one can establish norms

for the item availability required for each item, i .e . :

- average customer demand during the average echelon processing

lead time

- plus the required echelon safety stock .
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The norm for the safety stock required depends on the amount of

expediting (changing priorities) that is allowed . Norms can be

calculated with statistical methods .

Last but not least all costs of the control system itself should be

considered .

The above applies to all production control systems*, stock controlled

as well as program controlled . This means that the use of any such

system requires statements on how that system will satisfy the demands

A, B and C .

3 . Two types of control systems and BSC

In this paper we are concerned with production systems with the

following characteristics :

- make-to-stock or assemble-to-order (delivery times to customer are

(much) shorter than throughputtime through the production process) .

- demand for end-products is relatively stable and can be described

by a stationary probability distribution, with an allowance for occasional

(predicted) shifts in the mean value .

- end products have fixed promised delivery times, which are valid

for at least a number of weeks or months

- batch production for many different products

- for each product item a nu;nber of successive production phases is

required . Production is decoupled by buffer stocks, with assembly

to end products as last operation .

- not too complex products (not too many components, and in particular

not much branching with unequal process items) .

* though we do realize that the terminology chosen was perhaps

limited too much to BSC and SIC .
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For these production systems one can think of using one of two types

of systems for production and inventory control ; following Burbidge

we will call them :

- stock controlled systems

- program controlled systems .

Stock controlled systems or reorder point systems are often used in

situations where the market requires nearly zero delivery lead time

and where the actual customer demand is not known before production

starts . Production then takes place to stock with replenishing the

stocks as actual demand materializes . Stock norms in these systems

are often (but not necessarily) based on statistical analyses of past

demand . For that reason these systems are called SIC systems (Statistical

Inventory Control) .

Program controlled systems are often used in situations where

production takes place to customer order or where production can

take place according to a master production schedule for finished

products (or for their first level components) . Based on this

plan, time-phased-gross material requirements can be calculated

and translated to net requirements by subtracting stocks on hand

and scheduled receipts at the various stock points .

One possible approach in the field of production and inventory

control is Base Stock Control . BSC belongs in principle to the

category of stock controlled systems but makes a more sophisticated

(integrated) use of the information on stocks and work in process

in the system as a whole .

Following Peterson & Silver (1979) we choose to describe and define

the physical operation of BSC by referring to the concept of "echelon

stock", as defined in section 2 .

Base stock levels are interpreted as norms for the echelon

stock positions : in order to maintain a sufficient availability

a replenishment order is released at the moment it is established

that the echelon stock position has fallen below the base stock

level . The size of this order depends on lot-sizing procedures, which

will not be discussed in this paper .
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Echelon stock position compared with stock position in a conventional

SIC system is composed differently but has exactly the same function :

determining the moment for release of replenishment orders .

In analogy with a conventional SIC system we can state, that reordering

time is determined by the echelon stock position falling below or

passing through the reorder level which is based on expected demand

for end products . The reorder level in BSC therefore corresponds to

the base stock level . In this paper the term reorder level will

be used from now on . Mind the difference in stock position at the

moment of reordering between SIC and BSC . In a BSC system it is possible

that no physical stock of an item is available in the stockpoint itself,

nothing is on order and yet no replenishment orders are released

(because the echelon stock position is still sufficient) .

In SIC this is impossible ; but if the lot sizes used approach 1, the

differences between BSC and SIC grow smaller .

./ .

The above describes roughly how BSC systems work . Material requirements

are determined by comparing echelon stock position with a reorder level

based on expected demand for end products . Contrary to MRP, material

requirements are not coupled directly to planned or released production

orders for higher level products . Therefore BSC is a stock controlled

system indeed and not a program controlled system . Production is controlled

by the stock position of an item, not by production orders derived

from a master production schedule . Appendix 1 gives a numerical illustration .

4 . Comparison of BSC with SIC

As will be discussed in section 7, BSC avoids the cumulation of slack,

which is sometimes present in SIC systems .

Also BSC is responding better in a dynamic sense . For if one tries

to control a complex production system with only SIC systems, briefly

said three dangers exist :

a . Fluctuations in customer demand can be amplified throughout the

system

b . lot sizing can lead to lumpy demand upstream and to large safety

stocks, especially if components are relatively specific

c . SIC has no adequate provisions to handle dependent demand .
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Compared with SIC the advantages of BSC are :

sub a .

stock replenishments of each item in each stage of the production

system are triggered by the same demand for end products . Therefore

BSC does not need to suffer from amplification effects .

sub b .

Safety stocks are determined by the demand pattern of end products,

i .e . customer demand itself, without deformation ; while in a chain of

SIC systems they are determined by the demand patterns of successive

production departments, which often are much more irregular (largely

because of lot sizing)

sub c .

Also against dependent demand BSC can perform well, but not under all

conditions can it succesfully compete in that case with MRP I, as will

be discussed in the next section .

Apart from the above SIC and BSC are comparable . For the rest it is

clear, that for a production system with one production stage BSC

and SIC are identical, because in that case stock and echelon stock

are the same . Also if the lot sizes used are very small, the differences

too are smaller .

If one decides to use BSC, it should not necessarily be used on all

items . In several ways combinations of SIC and BSC can be designed .

5 . Comparison of BSC with MRP I

Comparing BSC and MRP I is difficult, because with MRP it is very

important, how a particular firm and a particular planner work with MRP .

Yet we believe that in general the following can be said . Compared

with MRP I the advantages of BSC can be :_..._~

a . the total echelon safety stock to allow for uncertainty in demand,

production or deliveries can often (in certain areas of application,

described in section 3) be lower with BSC than with MRP . In BSC it

is better possible to prevent cumulation of slack (as will be

discussed in section 7) .



In a multi product multi phase situation integral control is

necessary . MRP I is able to accomplish this, but uses as input : time

phased requirements . In the situations, characterized in section 3,

these are in fact not available ; instead, uncertainty exists . To

absorb uncertainty, both safety stocks or safety time and rescheduling

are needed . BSC gives a better framework than MRP I to consider,

to determine and to use safety stocks . Within MRP I one relies

nearly entirely on rescheduling . Therefore there is no systematic

approach to deal with echelon safety stocks .

With MRP priorities of production orders of items upstream (lower

BOM level) are dependent on the orders for higher level items . In

doing so one does not consider the slack in the chain as a whole .

This may lead to incorrect priorities, because it is not possible

any more to see whether planned orders of high level items include

certain slack (in quantity or time), or whether they are really

needed indeed to satisfy customer demand . But with BSC, norms for

allowed slack are established per individual item, not at a high

a

level in the BOM for MPS items . The latter introduces the risk that

for items upstream slacks are cumulated .

b . There is much less "rescheduling" of orders already released, as often

happens in MRP systems ; therefore BSC shows much less "nervousness" .

One reason for this is, that a better use can be made of safety stocks

as mentioned before .

An other reason is, that in BSC it is not necessary to create planned

orders for items at a higher B .O .M . level before one can plan and

release orders for items at a lower level ("upstream") . This avoids

nervousness . One only creates orders when releasing them which is at

the latest allowable moment, given the echelon process time, on the basis

of demand forecast and uncertainties known at that moment . These

orders do not exist before that moment as "planned-orders", like in --

MRP . That is, why BSC can cope better with, amongst other things,

the following phenomenon .
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Usually uncertainties in demand strongly depend on the time span one

considers When one is forecasting demand for a certain period in the

future, in general the uncertainty in the forecast decreases

accordingly as one approaches that period . Therefore the level of

safety stock for a particular stockpoint required, decreases accordingly

as that stockpoint is further downstream . Thus it is not necessary

to pass on always all safety stocks downstream, but only that part of

it which is required, given the decreased uncertainty .

In MRP-systems one might make allowance for this phenomenon by

continuously adapting the released quantities accordingly as demand

forecast and uncertainty for the different stages change with time

("hedging", see Miller (1979)) . That however increases the "nervousness"

of these MRP-systems .

In general, stochastic demand (or stochastic components in demand)

can be treated better, or in any case simpler, with BSC than with MRP .

This applies to the use of safety stocks as well as safety times

(see section 7 and appendix 2) .

Appendix 3 gives an illustration of this statement .

c . Comparing BSC with MRP I, one observes that BSC has no MPS, no

time-phased material requirements calculation from an MPS, no

planned orders, less rescheduling . Therefore the software can be

simpler and therefore less computing and updating actions are needed .

Also less time of planners is needed because the number of

"exception messages" can be much lower .

d . For the same reason decision structure and way of operation are simpler .

Replenishment orders are released only at the moment it is required

by the echelon stock position . Collings & Whybark (1982) have proven

the importance of good insight, understanding and training for the

actual users of a system . In that light it is important that BSC

can be simpler to understand, to handle and to implement .

BSC can use the combination of safety stocks and expediting well

(for instance by using an expediting level together with a reorder

level) and gives insight in the item availability throughout the system,

not only locally per stage . This is accomplished by establishing

norms for the echelon stock position and priorities based on echelon

stocks and by considering safety stocks as echelon safety stocks .
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Furthermore along the same lines BSC can cope adequately with the

allocation throughout the system of possible safety stocks or

time which are not created "automatically" based on statistical

analyses, but created consciously by management in the stage of

capacity planning and master production scheduling .

With MRP I on the contrary the echelon safety stock is not clearly

visible because of the structure of the software .

Above we discussed advantages of BSC . On the other hand, compared

with MRP I, BSC has two disadvantages :

a . BSC logic is somewhat more complicated than MRP logic, especially

in a situation with branches, but when computers are used this should

not have any disadvantages for the end user ; at the end of section 7

this point is elaborated .

b . perhaps capacity requirements planning is better possible with MRP,

especially for capacity bottle-necks . BSC in itself does not include

any capacity requirements planning, but it can easily be added .

With BSC little need for capacity requirements planning exists though,
*

as long as demand for end products does not fluctuate too heavily and

rough cut capacity planning ensures that on medium term enough capacity

is available . To ensure that delivery times of released replenishment

orders are reliable, one can make allowance for certain waiting times withi

production processes when determining reorder levels . To increase

reliability one may allow for higher waiting times than

historical averages . Detailed capacity requirements planning will

be found . At best it is possible to check whether released orders

not exceed available capacity, but not much is possible to react

this stage (decreasing lot sizes, establishing priorities) .

Summarizing : in some situations BSC will be too static .

not

do

in

The conclusion of this section seems to be :

for production systems with characteristics such as described in section 3,

BSC compared with MRP I can be implemented easier, is simpler, less

laborious, less expensive and certainly does not cause higher stocks .

However, unlike MRP I, BSC is not suited to all sorts of production systems

and demand patterns .

*
see for instance the case, described in section 8 .
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6 . Revisiting the BSC principles for controlling the production of an item

In section 3 we described BSC as a control system which uses an explosion

of all quantities of product which are in stock or in process and sends

the information to all stock points upstream . it is also possible to

describe BSC as a control system which uses an explosion of customer

demand to send that information upstream to all stockpoints . That is

how the principles of BSC first were described by Magee (1958) based on

an internal ADL-report by Kimball (1955) . "Whenever an order is received

from a customer for an item, the facts of the order are reported back

to each operation processing the item or a part for it ." Therefore

each stage knows about each order when it comes in and, in principle,

starts immediately to produce a replacement item . In so doing, each

stocking point receives replenishments based on actual end-item customer

demand rather than on replenishment orders from the next level

downstream, as in conventional SIC .

Two enhancements were added immediately :

- usually the information about customer orders is not sent back and

exploded for each individual order but this is done periodically

for example once a week .

- even then, one may often wish to combine periodical commitments to

a certain lot size .

The above at the same time describes a way to actually execute base

stock control :

- information on customer demand is sent to all stock points concerned

- at each stockpoint the necessary bookkeeping is done to decide if

and how much to order .

With the data processing equipment existing in 1958 this was very

probably the best way to execute the basic ideas of BSC at that time .

However with the data processing equipment existing nowadays we feel

that the description, we gave first ("exploding stocks and work in

process") is more effective and efficient (see also Van Hees, Monhemius

& Muyen (1972), p . 218), also with regard to the possibility of accounting

for any difference between actual and planned production and for inventory

losses of any kind .
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Let us add some remarks .

The structure of the decision rules per item may be of the <reorder point,

order-up-to-level> type or of the <reorder point, fixed order quantity>

type or it may be periodic replenishmenttmainly depending on whether

lot sizing is applied or not .

Fluctuations in demand (or other factors influencing the echelon stock)

can be accounted for in the first place by the available echelon safety

stock ; in the second place, more by way of exception, by changing the
*

priorities of production orders, already released . The latter can be

realized with the aid of a runoutlist (Magee (1958), Meal (1978)) which

sums up the items in the sequence of expected runout (i .e . reaching

safety stock level) on the basis of the echelon stocks .

One should change only the priority of those items, that are indicated

to go stockout** before the production order will arrive ; the concept of

a warning or expediting level can be used for this purpose .

In doing so the subsystems are controlled in a relatively selfcontained

way, but the base stock norms warrant an optimum for the system as a

whole .

The base stock norms are kept constant during a certain period ; perio-

dically they should be updated because the demand forecast, the standard

deviation, the lead time or the desired "service" change (see f .e .

Brown (1977)) .

* i .e . shortening the process lead times

** calculating expected runout moments always means : making a

calculation with a forecast as denominator ; to avoid nervousness, one

should choose a stable forecast : With BSC this is indeed the case

because reordering levels tend to be relatively stable,

Using a runoutlist to reschedule orders that are already released

is already in itself a step toward possible nervousness ; therefore

one should be very careful .
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7 .Calculation of reorder levels (base stock levels)

The model, used to calculate the reorder levels, is based on two

sets of assumptions, i .e . those regarding the production system

that has to be controlled and those regarding the control system itself .

It is conducive to ones insight to study the combinations of possible

assumptions, becoming stepwise more complex .

With relation to the production system, assumptions can be made

about :

- number of items considered (one or more)

- customer demand (deterministic or stochastic)

- a process tree with or without branches ; if there are branches,

they can have the same or different process times .

With relation to the control system itself, assumptions can be made

about :

- lenght of the review period (equal to zero or not)

- lot sizing is applied or not .

Let us take the following example to explain the calculations . We

assume one single chain without branches, going from supplier of raw

materials to finished item (see Fig . 1) . All stockpoints indicated
are supposed to deliver from stock . The processing times and delivery time

are given in the figure . The review period is 1 week.

3 ,

sup- -

plier

3

raw

mat .

weeks

Fig . 1 . Example

. -- i

2 2
%

`~ .4, 1 1-,

manu-,
factu-

ring

2 weeks

compo-

nent /

~11

1 week

assem-

bly

end=
pro-

uc

cus-

tomer

Customer demand follows a normal distribution with u= 20 per week

and 6= 4 .5 per week ; this distribution is known . Or to put it differently :

the forecast is 20, the forecast error follows a normal distribution

with mean zero and 6= 4 .5 .
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The calculations found thus far in literature (f .e . Magee (1958))

run as follows . The reorder level for a particular stockpoint should

equal maximum customer demand during the total lead time i .e . the lead
***

time of the supplying operation plus the review period .

For example for raw material (stock point 3) the lead time is 4 weeks,

therefore the reorder level should be :

B3=k* 4 .5 * V5+5* 20 = 117

where k is the safety factor, fixed at 1 .64 .

We choose to use Brown's (1977) second measure of service : "the

expected number of times when a shortage, of any size, will exist

at the end of the lead time when the replenishment order is received
*

into stock ." (C .D . Lewis uses the term "vendor service level") .

In our example, for a "service level"** of 95 % the value of k would

be k = 1 .64 .

In table 1 we present the results of the calculations as prescribed in

Magee (1958) for the example . We observe that the principle of considering

the process as a whole is used indeed for release decisions, thereby

eliminating the effects of variance amplification and lumpy demand . But

it is not used when calculating the safety stocks . There one calculates

* Demand analysis and inventory control, Saxon House, 1978 .

** Strictly speaking we should not use the term "service level" because the

so called "service level" is not the real service level that will be

accomplished, but only a parameter by which it is influenced . In most

real situations, when dealing with manufacturing inventories, the so

called "service level" determines the number of cases in which one

has to expedite production orders already released in order to avoid

stockouts ; therefore we should call <1-service level> the expediting

level . In this terminology in our example an expediting level of 5 %

is associated with a safety factor k = 1 .64 .

***For the situation with lot sizing a more sophisticated model gives

better results ; we do not use it because our main purpose is to calculate

and to control echelon safety stocks .
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as if we used conventional SIC for stock point 3 with 

* lead time 5 weeks and demand identical to customer demand . Safety 

stocks are only considered locally; an unnecessary cumulation of 

safety is created. 

Table 1 

j ** reorder level Stockpoint I safety stock echelon safety stock ( local) 
I 

1 1 1.64 * 4.5 * h 11 11 11 + 2 * 20 = 51 

2 1.64 * 4.5 * 13 = 13 24 13 + 3 * 20 = 73 

3 1.64 * 4.5 * 15 '" 17 41 17+ 5 * 20 = 117 

Peterson & Silver (1979) are basing their calculations on the concept 

of the echelon stock but it is not clear from their text whether 

i 

they calculate reorder levels based on echelon proce~sing lead time . 

. 
In our opinion safety stocks and reorder levels can be calculated as ' 

follows (table 2) 

Table 2 I I 
I • 

stock 
' lechelon processing 

po~nt 'lead time echelon safe"ty stock reorder level 

1 1 + 1 =2 1.64 * 4.5 * h = 11 2 x 20 + 11 = 51 

2 2 + 1 + 1 = 4 1.64 * 4.5 * 14 = 15 4 x 20 + 15 = 95 

3 4 + 2 + 1 + 1 8 ! 1.64 * 4.5 * 18 21 7 x 20 + 21 = 161 . 

So echelon safety stock = k * cr * lechelon proc. lead time.' (**) 

In other words, at the end of each review period for each stock point the 

echelon stock position is (if possible) brought up to (at least) the level, 

necessary to satisfy customer demand at stockpoint 1 during the echelon 

lead time plus the review period. 

* in the case: review period" 0, ordering "lot for lot", the actual 

physical demand by operation 2 indeed is identical to customer 

demand. 

(**) and rounded off to integers 

I 
I 
I 

I 

r 
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Because in tables 1 and 2 the effects are influenced also by the

length of the revirw period, we present in table 3 the results for

the same situation and the same calculations, only with review period

zero .

Table 3

stock point

r
echelon safety stock

as calculated in table 2

1

2

3

echelon safety stock

as calculated in table I

8

19

34

8

13

20

In conclusion some remarks can be made about safety stock in BSC .

An important topic in most control systems is the quantity and often

the location of the so called slack that should be created in the system

to absorb uncertainty and/or irregularity in production, supplies

or demand. Slack can exist in the form of excess production capacity,

safety stocks, safety times and ample allowances for waiting times .

Most control systems try to create an optimal quantity of slack per stage

of the process or per production subsystem . In doing so often one does

not take into consideration the amount of slack created in subsequent

stages of production .

This can lead to a cumulation of safety stock and with that to an

amount of slack in the whole system which is larger than necessary . This

can be avoided by concentrating all slack at one level (often the

highest level, but that is not necessarily always the best level) . Both

problems are important ones in SIC- and MRP-systems .

The BSC system avoids this cumulation of slack . Because production is

controlled on the basis of echelon stock position and echelon process

lead time one does not calculate optimal safety stocks or times per

subprocess, but an optimum for the chain of subprocesses as a whole .

When determining the reorder level of a certain item one does always

consider the amount of safety stock (or time) required to absorb un-

certainty in the entire chain . In the echelon stock position the available

safety stock at a higher level is always implicitely registered ; the

safety stock necessary at a lower level therefore implicitely is adapted .
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We stress the word "implicitely" because in reality one cannot tell

what the value of the safety stock per subprocess is and where the

available safety stock is at a certain moment . If the echelon stock

position is larger than the reorder level, and if the base-stock level

is calculated correctly, sufficient safety stock (or time) is available

somewhere in the chain and never at the wrong stage . The control loops

per subprocess take care that never the slack per subprocess is too

low, but the base stock allowed per level (based on the echelon process

lead time at that point) avoids having too much slack in total . Thus we have to

do with slack which is not tied to a certain sub-proces in particular .

Some remarks should be added :

• Uncertainty is accounted for, in BSC, by creating safety stocks . Yet

only in the last stockpoint (nr . I in the example) does this always result

in actual stocks indeed . In situations where lot sizing is used,

one can observe that in the other stockpoints in fact safety time appears

(see for example appendix 2) .

Lot sizing procedures are not discussed in this paper . However, some remarks

about lot sizes should be added . If lot sizing is used, for each stock point

applies that the lot size at the input side should be a multiple of

the lot size at the output side, and in a situation with branching :

at least equal to the largest lot size at the output side . However, actual

stocks will somotimes deviate from stocks wanted, therefore it is often

possible and acceptable to adopt the following rule : if the actual content

of a stockpoint (i) is not entirely sufficient to allow to release the

quantity ordered to replenish stockpoint (i-i), adapt the order to be released

to the quantity now available in (i) .

At page 5, foot note number 3 we made the assumption that, if branching

occurs, process lead times should not vary much between branches . Only

then the echelon processing lead time for an item can be determined

unequivocally . Normally this condition is satisfied if one component

does not go into very different types of end products or subassemblies .

Yet without lot sizing branching does not really create problems, not even

when process lead times differ between branches (then we take echelon lead

time equal to the processing lead time of the longest branche) . Lot sizing

in such a situation can give rise to difficult problems ; these can partly be

solved by lot splitting, safety allowances etc, In practice sometimes

simple solutions can be found, as in the case of section 8 .
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Summarizing :

When using BSC first the section is defined on which BSC will be

applied . This section is bounded by stockpoints at the beginning and

at the end ; in between are control stockpoints for adjusting the goods

flow . Within that section lot sizes are mutually adjusted ; for

all stockpoints echelon processing lead times are determined and echelon

stock positions are registered . BSC gives better possibilities for a

natural integral solution for safety stocks and lot sizing .

BSC uses first all safety stocks available and then, if still necessary,

expedites .

MRP expedites first and then, if still necessary,uses the safety

stock (at least, that is the suggestion presented by the "exception

messages") .

Safety stocks can be still lower than prescribed previously when at the

stockpoints at the beginning, based on the comparision of echelon stock

position and reorder level, replenishment orders are released to maintain

the echelon safety stocks wanted, while at the stockpoints in between

the echelon stock position is brought if possible at the level wanted,

but no expediting is done there . So in a way the stockpoints which really

matter are those in the beginning, where the echelon safety stock is

created, and those at the end, where the service level required is

achieved .
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8 . BSC in practice ; a case study

We have assisted in applying the principles of BSC in a middle sized

metalworking company, which meets the characteristics given in

section 3 . The production process is described schematically in

Manufacture to stock Assemble to order

Purchase to stock

Fig . 2 . Production system

RM = raw material stocks

Mh = machine hall : shearing, pressing, bending sheet

Cp = component stocks

W = welding department

SF = semi finished stocks

Fi = finishing department

O .C . = stocks of purchased components

As = assembly department

Sh = shipping department

Customer delivery time is about two to four weeks, throughput time through

the entire production process is about ten weeks . The delivery time is

used for order handling,finishing, assembling and shipping .So endproducts are not

produced to stock, but assembled to customers order from semifinished

and outside components-Controlling this process is divided in two

parts :



controlling finishing, assembling and shipping ; nearly entirely

based on customer orders

controlling welding and machine hall and controlling semifinished

component and raw material stocks ; manufacture to stock respectively

purchase to stock by BSC .

The company produces about 900 semi finished items and about 600

components from about 200 raw materials . The number of purchased

items is about 1500 . The company employs some 400 people .

Demand pattern

From the invoices for endproducts shipped one can find for each end-

product fifty numbers describing weekly sales . These 50 numbers are

exploded to SF, Cp, RM and O .D . Thus for every item in each stockpoint

a historical demand pattern is known . Based on this demand pattern

exponential smoothing (a = 0,1) is used to forecast average demand and

standard deviation (nearly all patterns show a variation coefficient

(standard deviation/average) between 0,3 and 0,7 ;in most cases a

normal distribution is assumed) . While doing so, exceptionally high

historical demand figures are corrected ; these figures could have

been caused by large projects . Such figures should not be included in

the normal demand pattern because they strongly increase the standard

deviation . Besides, projects in most cases get a different delivery

time through the whole system .

Also a trend analysis is done . Important seasonal effects could not be

found .

Calculating reorder levels

For each item the echelon processing lead time is determined, which is

built up as follows :
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- the lead time of a batch of products produced by the supplying

department,consisting of :

• manufacturing time

• waiting time

• time for clerical orderhandling .

- all production- and waiting times in the route from the stockpoint

considered till the semi finished stockpoint .

Now the reorder level is based on this echelon lead time plus the

review period plus extra time . Extra time is used to adapt the reorder

level (maybe) temporary if considered necessary . The degree of service

wanted depends on the type of stockpoint (SF, Cp, RM, O .C :) and the

category of the item (using a Pareto analysis based on demand, items are

divided into three categories) .

Formula for the reorder level B :

B = average * (elt + rp + et) + kds * dev. * (elt + rp + et)

B =

average =

elt =

rp

et

k
ds

dev

reorder level

weekly iemand forecast average

echelon lead time

review period

extra time

safety factor based on a normally distributed demand and

a degree of service (ds)

standard deviation of weekly demand .

Echelon stock position (ESP)

ESP (for an item)in a stockpoint is determined as follows :

1 . All physical stocks and work in process are exploded to the lower

levels (semi-finished is the highest level) .

2 . ESP = OH + HIGHER LEVEL + ON ORDER - RES . SPEC.

Where :

ESP = Echelon stock position

OH = Stock on hand, local physical stock



HIGHER LEVEL

ON ORDER

RES . SPEC .

exploded quantity in stock and work in process of

products of higher level (including material which

has been issued but not yet received at "higher

level")

replenishment orders, released but not yet

received .

reserved for special projects or special products .

For this purpose part of the stocks is reserved .

These special projects are controlled outside the

BSC system; they have a much longer delivery time

so that components can be manufactured in time .

But because these components are allocated to such

._a project in particular, they are not available

for normal production and therefore should not

be included in the ESP .

Sales

All available information on customer orders already received but not

yet shipped can be used so that an exceptional peak in demand can be signalized

as soon as possible . Each customer order is a planned (expected) demand

for endproducts, but also for all SF, Cp and RM (BSC principle) .

Therefore all information on this expected demand is sent to all levels

in the production chain (explosion) and is seen as warning ( not a

reservation) concerning expected future demand from the stockpoint .

This way one can, in exceptional cases anticipate by releasing a

production batch without ESP-level giving justification for this at

that moment . Of course one can adjust the level B if there are good

reasons to expect a step in demand, not just a pulse .

List of signals

For each item four so called signals may occur :

- ESP < B

- peak in sales

- shop order not received in time

- future availability of an item is negative : issues are planned

earlier than receipts, so a stockout situation is in danger of

arising .

If one or more of these signals appear, this is printed on a so called

list of signals . Thus this list presents all items, where a signal

has appeared . Therefore when releasing shop orders it is not necessary

to review all items, but just the items on the list of signals .
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Screen of production and stocks per item

In one screen all information is summarized on products to receive and to

issue, sales, projects, stock levels and a number of other item data .

This picture is time-phased . All receipts, issues and sales have an

attributed moment and all data are arranged to these moments . This way one

can get - a picture of short term behaviour of stocks (future availability

of the products) . This picture is used to interpret the signals presented

in the "list of signals" . Shoporder release is based on the comparison

of the echelon stock position and the reorder level of an item and in exceptional

cases on the possible peaks in sales shown on this screen .

Organization

On the basis of the signals Materials Management releases shoporders .

The sequence in which the orders will be processed is agreed upon in

the so called production-meeting ; this is a weekly meeting of

Materials Management and shop management . Knowledge and experience

of shop management is important for these sequencing decisions . Delivery

times required, availability of components and balancing between

departments are the restrictions . The influence of shop management is

rather great . That is because in the machine hall set up times are very

important and the sequence of processing has great effect on set up

times . Fluctuations in capacity load are absorbed primarily in accepted
waiting times or in exceptional cases by working overtime or shortening

the work week .

Waiting times

Waiting allowances are rather high, partly determined empirically in

the past, partly in agreement with shop management . Shop management to

a large extent determine production scheduling within the departments

so they need some slack to schedule the orders released in a sequence

with reasonably low set-up times . As computersupport will increase

(capacity pictures ; sequencing supported by the computer) it-Probably

will be possible to decrease waiting allowances for scheduling .
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Review period

For a number of practical reasons the moment of issuing semi-finished

products is chosen as the moment of "leaving the system" . So semifinished

products are the "endproducts" of the BSC system . Because in assembly

work in process is very low, demand for SF is nearly directly related

to customer demand . Once a week this demand for SF is put in to the

system: therefore the review period is 1 week .

Of course information about actual shipments can be used but in the

given case this was not very practical because of the computertime required .

Once every three months a new demand pattern is calculated and reordering

levels are updated .

Computer

A standard package for production- and inventory accounting and manu-

facturing data (bill of materials, routing, processing times, etc .)

has been implemented . The explosion-software was home made* just as

all software for keeping the BSC-files and for analysis of past demand .

Each item not only has a record in the standard package but also a record

in the so called BSC-files, from which the "survey of production and stocks"

is generated . In this process possibilities of and data from the standardpackage

are used as much as possible .

Explosion of demands and stocks of about 2000 items in total (SF „ Cp, RM)

takes about 3 hours of computertime on a -mini computer .

Experiences with BSC

In-the production system described, BSC first was implemented experi-

mentally for a limited number of stockpoints . It was then found that :

- inventories decreased with about 30% . The present inventory level of

SF equals about 2,5 weeks average demand . It is expected that

especially the inventory of Cp (6 weeks) can be further decreased through de-

creasing waiting allowances and lot sizes .

- almost no stockoutsituations have occurred . This also was a result

of the tactics used . To lower the resistance against changing the

control system it was considered desirable to avoid stockoutsituations .

Therefore at first reordering levels consciously have been kept

at the high side . During the year reordering levels have been

decreased gradually, which caused again a decrease in inventories

of about 10 % .

* in total, the time for developing this software has been less than 1 manyear .
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lot sizes were looked at critically and adapted if necessary . The

principle is, that when releasing shoporders fixed lot sizes are

used unless the available stocks of components are insufficient . In

that case the highest possible lot size is determined and used. Also

it is allowed to deviate from the fixed lot size if one wishes to

bring stock in a particular point to a certain level (adjusting stock

levels in successive stockpoints in order to allow for fixed input

lot sizes and output lot sized, adjusted to one another) .

when studying the distribution of stocks among stockpoints we found

that the goodsflow is balanced automatically, without planning in

advance : for example, first shoporders are released to the machine

hall and only later on to welding . Then it appears that the delivery

moment of the machine hall lies close before the allowed start of welding,

so that the required components are ready just in time for the welding

department to use them .

much less shoporders in the system than previously, by which it is simpler

to establish priorities .

much attention and care was given to information, explanation and

guidance for all those concerned within the company . . One cannot

start too early doing this . Because in the beginning of the project

positive results appeared (significantly lower inventories, high

rate of turnover, very few stockoutsituations, simple production

scheduling),resistance against the new control system decreased .

because of a computerization which was very "usersfriendly" the

time needed for orderrelease for about 100 items could be limited

to no more than about 30 minutes a week, including all input -to the

system :(no•rescheduling) In the future this can be decreased even

further. The userfriendliness was created partly by having the

user acting parttime as programmer/system analist .

important to the implementation of BSC has been the feedback to all

concerned . Those who supply data to the system always receive a sur-

vey of the results of that input (for example lists with new stock

levels to the storekeeper, the production progress to shop management,

together with a summary of new releases) . This way everybody all the

time was informed about what was going on .
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the introduction of the new system has influenced a number of other

aspects of the company process :

* information sy stem : data are fed back to the production departments

and warehouses, where they were generated . Exception reportingl4the

list of signals) is used; after that~more information can be

called in . Besides it was considered desirable, that planners within

production departments could call in production progress data and

inventory data : all this required a computer suitable to using a

great number of CRT's .

* organization : clearly the production departments wanted more in-

information about production progress, priorities and stock levels

to be able to do a good scheduling job on the floor . To that purpose

a new organization of production control was designed, in which a

number of tasks are allocated to the departments themselves (machine

scheduling) . Consultation between shop management, department

schedulers and Materials Management makes possible a good flowing

through of materials . Materials Management takes care of supporting

production departments in their scheduling .

* when implementina BSC it was found that the old accounting system

did not work well because it lacked reliability and validity . Therefore an

entirely new accounting system was set up, better fitted to the

practical needs and possibilities of"the company .
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Appendix I

page 2

Assumptions in the model :

- we assume a productionsystem as represented in Fig . 1 .

- each component-parent in the bill of materials is one to one :

to manufacture one piece of proudct 1 we require one piece

of component 2, . . ., one unit of raw material 3 .

- the possibility to make reservations from stock does not exist .

Though under certain conditions this can be allowed within a BSC-system,

it is not essential to understand the operation of BSC and therefore

is not considered here .

- we want to avoid interpretation problems with relation to the status

of the quantity of material or components already issued for work

in process and the way in which this quantity is treated in the

registration of stocks and work in process . Therefore we make the

following assumption . At the end of each week a replenishment order

can be generated . If an order is generated, at the same moment the ESP

is increased and WIP is created . At that very moment WIP only exists on

paper . We assume that immediately at the beginning of the next week, material

and/or components are issued and subtracted from stock . These materials

or components then are in process and are registered as quantity on order

of the next-higher level of the B .O .M . In practice this assumption

will not always be realistic, but it is in this context the most practical .

Different assumptions will possibly change the equations a little bit,

but not the essence of the model .
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Appendix 3

Comparison BSC and MRP

Response to demand pattern of appendix 1

BSC : no need for expediting ; depending on the particular pattern of

demand in the example, safety stock is used a number of times .

MRP : the following exception messages appear :

23

reschedule out lot 360 for (3) from week 5 to week 6

reschedule in lot 360 for (3) from week 6 to week 5

reschedule out lot 120 for (2) from week 13 to week 14

expedite lot 120 for (2)

release and expedite lot 120 for (2), due in week 19

release and expedite lot 60 for (1), due in week 23

reschedule in lot 360 for (3) from week 24 to week 23

reschedule out lot 360 for (3) from week 23 to week 24

BSC uses first all safety stock ( or safety time) available and then, if still

necessary, expedites .

MRP expedites first en then, if still necessary, uses the safety stock (at

least, that is the suggestion presented by the exception messages) .
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